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Abstract
In this presentation I look at the extraordinary prose writings of the colonial Tamil poet and prophet Ramalinga Swamigal and his reflections of hunger, death and compassion. For the purposes of the this research presentation I shall only venture into those contextualisations of his thought which firstly, foreground it as a literary representation within a history of literary representations of hunger, the response to hunger and death and dying in Tamil literature. The reason for this is because it is only through seeing Ramalinga Swamigal's narrative of hunger as part of a larger literary landscape of such representations that predate his own writing that we can begin to make sense at all of these extraordinary yet obscure textual passages. At the same time, it is also in this presence of the past, as we shall see, that his uniqueness is asserted most vigorously. Thus, it is this very contextualization and historicization that will enable us to see what Ramalinga Swamigal does differently and also to consider how such a contextualisation might enable us to make some general albeit somewhat speculative observations about the transformation of such representations in early Tamil modernity.
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